
Seamless Delivery of
Innovative Digital Experiences
in an Unplanned World

An IT Alerting Case Study with Ericsson



Even when things go wrong...

Infrastructure

Data Center Outage

Application Failure

Network Outage

Power Outage

Weather

“Because we’re doing things on a 
very large scale, we’re dealing with 
unpredictable environmental and 
technological factors all the time. 
Whether a hurricane or tornado, 
crazy things can happen – ‘black 
swan’ events – as we call them, 
and we have to be prepared to 
handle them.”

– Mark Hydar, Ericcson



We Still Need to Ensure the Best
Customer Digital Experience

“I’m talking about delivering programs
that have to be perfect – crisp, high
quality, on time – and available on
any device.”

– Mark Hydar, Ericcson



Ericsson is a multinational provider of communication technology and services. Ericsson’s services, software and 
network infrastructure include the Ericsson MediaFirst TV Platform, a software-defined, media-optimized platform for 
the creation, management and delivery of next-generation Pay TV. Ericsson’s MediaFirst Unit works with all the 
technology that’s required to deliver a television platform to set-top boxes that most consumers have in their homes. 
In addition to the broadcasting services that it offers, MediaFirst has content management systems, ingest platforms, 
video editing and other things seen within a typical household. 

When delivering media, MediaFirst strives for customer satisfaction and quality of service. The Team asks themselves: 
are we delighting the customer?  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
A customer’s experience can be broken down into four emotions:

Frustrated Tolerated Satisfied Delighted

At the very minimum, Ericsson’s MediaFirst keeps 
customers satisfied, but they always strive for delighted.



Because Failing to Prepare
       is Preparing to Fail
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“Something goes bad, and we notify 
internal stakeholders. They respond, 
with ‘I’ve got it handled.’ The issue is 
then resolved, and nobody knows 
anything happened.” 

MediaFirst guarantees customer satisfaction and quality of service through effective internal and 
external communications. With IT Alerting, MediaFirst knows ahead of time what developer to reach 
out to, what executive to communicate with and what partner to communicate with. The entire process 
is streamlined. Communication during critical events allows Ericsson’s MediaFirst team to delight 
customers and resolve issues quickly, even if the situation is less than ideal.

“Somebody is digging in their backyard, and 
accidentally takes out a fiber line that is connected 
to – let’s just say – a thousand people. Customers 
want to be informed, even if a particular event 
doesn’t affect them; and MediaFirst wants to be a 
good partner and make sure that their operators 
are aware. Through quick communication, they are 
informed and feel more comfortable.”



The Ericsson Best-In-Class Practice



Everbridge, Cloud-based
Communications Automation
for IT
Everbridge provides Ericsson MediaFirst with a flexible, scalable IT Alerting solution to ensure that 
the right IT experts are engaged as quickly as possible during an incident. Everbridge IT Alerting 
facilitates the IT communication process from the mean time to detect through the verification 
process. At the same time, the Everbridge platform allows Ericsson to notify and inform millions of 
end-consumers, improving transparency and maintaining the brand experience.

“My true business plan is to deliver moving pictures to digital appliances around the world. So why 
would I not use Everbridge? It is by far the industry leader, is highly trusted, and it has never let me 
down. The Everbridge brand is trusted. The beauty of IT Alerting is having a consistent, predictable, 
repeatable process with timely and
relevant communications. And
Everbridge facilitates every
single piece of that.”

-Mark Hydar




